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This invention relates‘toiimprovementsin ?ex 
ible pouches, bags and similar containers, ‘and 
particularly to. pouches of. the 'kind in- which 
smoking‘ tobacco may. be‘ packaged for sale, and 
after opening, usedtas a convenient'pocket pouch = 
.for the tobacco. 
Among the ‘more commonly known sheet ma- ' 

terial‘s or ?lms used for making the ‘kind of 
pouches ‘or containers named maybe mentioned 
cellophane, rubber hydrochloride,‘ and coated 
or uncoated paper 'asiwell as laminations of the 
foregoing materials. some of such materials 
are inhererentl'yr capable of being sealed by the 
application. of‘heator heat- and pressure, while 
others have applied thereto a surfac'e'layer of ‘a 
suitable ‘thermoplastic to ‘meet the heat sealing 
requirements. 

After the tobacco or other contents have'been 
introduced into the pouch it has been found‘ de 
sirable'to themadhesively secure-or heat-seal- ‘the 
marginal portions of the. mouth of “the pouch 
sci-that the contents can be con?ned and kept in 
good condition and the desired moisture content 
and aroma of the tobacco retained while the 
package is in storage, prior to sale and‘ use. "This 
sealed" mouth‘ must be opened‘ in ‘some manner 
for access to the contents. 

It has heretofore'beenproposed to 'sealj‘pouch 
mouths in different ‘ways so that ‘the sealed 
pouches may vbe opened, by pulling on the mouth 
‘edges to cause the-‘parts‘to separate by forcing 
‘open or causing the sealed surfaces ‘to part. 
'Even- when the-pouch material is‘ strong “and 
‘tough, such procedure i's'iliajblev-to ‘cause tea-ring 
of the pouch adjacent the mouth Jdue, vit is» be 
lieved‘, to the seat often being as strong;v or nearly 
as vstrong as the material. 
An object or the present invention is i ‘to pro 

vide a sealed or closed mouth-‘pouchor-‘container 
of the type referred to which may be‘ easily and 
neatly opened without tea-ring or-v mutilatin-g the 
pouch walls,leven- by the more careless andl'hasty 
‘user. 

Another object contemplates a- seal'ed'orclosed 
mouth pouch or container of novel construction 
‘enabling the ‘pouch to’ ‘be initially- opened- "in a 
manner to leave at the-edgesor portion-s adja 
cent the pouch mouth a reinforcement 1to 
strengthen ‘those portions against mutilation or 
undue wear during use of the-pouch. " 
A furtherobject is toconstruct' a "pouch or 

container,‘ the walls of "which are of "relatively 
strong and tough sheetor?lm-mat‘ee?al andlbe-l 
tween which, at the mouth portion thereof, 
Lthere is securedmaterial‘v of lesser-tensile strength 
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‘anditoughness ‘which may be, sealed to and; be 
tween'1sa-id.~ walls, so that, when the pouch is 
initially opened‘, the interposed material, rather 
thanithepouchwalls, will’ yield-or tear open in a 
manner resulting in a neat and clean mouth-por 
tion. 

' Otherobjects-of this inventionare to- provide 
a- novel sealedimouth, ‘?exible pouch or container 
which is of relatively simpleconstruction; which 
can be easily and inexpensively manufactured; 
which will be of- rugged‘ and- durable form, so 
that- a-fter ‘being initially- opened; the» pouch can 
‘be ‘opened: ‘and closed :repea-tedly until the-con 
tents are ‘used? up, without undesirable-wear; 
‘and which will be - effective 
‘preservation- of'des'ired condition of the‘ tobacco 
or other-contents- during’ storage prior to sale 

in 'airording 

and (opening of the pouch‘ and also‘ while the 
contents are in use. 
With ‘these and- other objects not speci?cally 

mentioned in view, the‘in-vention- consists in cer 
tain combinations and constructions which will 
vbe hereinafter-‘fully described, and then‘ set forth 
in. -' the claims - hereunto. appended. 

In- the accompanying drawings, which form» a 
part of this speci?cation: 

' Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of’ a 
sealed mouth tobacco pouch or the like ?exible 
container constructed in accordance with - an em 
bodiment of this invention, showing the ?ap 
thereof in open position. 

Fig. '2 is a transverse section of the pouch illus 
trated in Fig. 1- 'on an enlarged scale, taken- on 
line»2—2 of that ?gure, but showing a portion- of 
the ‘pouch ?ap. in» ‘pouch closing i'position. 

Fig..3‘ is a fragmentary perspective view there— 
of showing the pouch mouth partly opened. 

' Fig. 4 is a perspective view of’ one form of in 
sert used at the mouth ‘portion of the pouches 
of this invention. 
Fig. 5 is an enlarged plan View, partly int-sec. 

fti‘on approximately on line 5--5 of Fig.- 1 illus 
trati-‘ng the pouch :of Fig. 1 ‘in. partly- initially 
opened condition. 

Fig. 6‘ is a verticalsccti‘on of a pouch. of modii 
?ed construction. 

Fig-.11v is. a fragmentaryperspective of. a por 
tion of the insert ShOW-II in Fig. 6. 

Fig. -8 is a similar view of a portion of another 
'form of insert. 

Fig. 9 is a s'ectionof an. insert strip of .lami 
nate'd» formation. 
The pouch or container, as before stated, may 

, be formed-of one or moresheets or‘ layersof a 
selected? kindor type,‘or more than one type, of 



'terial. 

tough, ?exible sheet materials. The pouch can 
be made in different ways to produce its ?nal 
form, within the scope of the present invention. 
One such container or pouch structure is illus 

trated in the drawings and includes a front wall 
20 and a rear wall l2 of the selected sheet ma 
terial forming the pouch or pocket P for the 
tobacco or other commodity. To form this 
pocket P the sheet material may be made from 
a blank of suitable shape, folded at I4, Fig. 1, to 
provide the closed bottom, and the side marginali 
or edge portions are secured together to form 
the opposite side scams or portions I6. The pre 
cise manner of accomplishing the foregoing may 
follow any well known procedure, as by engag 
ing the adjacent marginal or side portions face 
to face and then causing these portions to ad- I 
here by application of heat and pressure in those 
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cases where the adjacent faces of the sheets are . 
provided with, or formed of a suitable plastic or 
heat-scalable coating. Alternatively the mar 
ginal parts forming the seams l6 may be secured 
by adhesive applied at the time of making the 
pouch, the adhesive being allowed to set under 
pressure. 

If desired, the front and back walls l0 and I2 
may be formed of separate ?lms or sheets, of 
like or different materials, and the bottoms of 
the pouch closed by’ a seam similar to the side 
scams or folds l0 and I2. 
In the pouch illustrated, the back sheet or wall 

_l2 is extended upwardly beyond the top edge of 
.the front wall to thereby provide a flap or wrap 
per element 20. This flap, as usually made, is 
;of a length to be wrapped completely about the 
pouch or pocket portion P of the container, so 
that after seal at the mouth has been opened its 
margins can be held in contact to con?ne the 
contents. Such an arrangement also aids in the 
‘retension of moisture and aroma in the tobacco 
.during use of the pouch. 
_ The novel, easy-opening sealing means of this 
invention is not, however, limited in its appli 
cation to pouches having such enfolding flaps, 
,since it can as well be employed to seal pouches 
or containers in which no flap is provided and 
,in which the pouch mouth is formed with-simi 
lar, alined or ?ush opposite margins. 

In the form of my invention illustrated in 
Figs. 1-5, the novel, easily openable pouch mouth 
sealing means there provided is in the form of 
.a relatively narrow strip 22 of selected sheet ma 
terial folded intov section. This strip is of a 
‘length enabling it to be positioned as an insert 
between the front marginal mouth portions of 
.the front wall IE! and the opposed face of the 
rear wall 52 so as to extend from one side mar 
»gin it to the other. The lower or folded edge 
24 of the strip 22 is arranged to face inwardly 
parallel to the free upper edges 26. The op 
posite ends of the strip may either abut the 
‘inner edge portions of the side folds or margins 
18, or the strip may be long enough so that those 
ends may extend within these folds or margins 
and terminate at the extreme edges thereof, as 
deemed most desirable. . . 

As previously explained, the pouch walls are 
preferably made of a selected tough sheet ma 

The strip 22 however is made of some 
kind of sheet material which is of lesser tensile 
strength or toughness than the side walls, or is 
otherwise made more readily tearable, for the 
reasons described. ~ 

The strip 22 may be secured to the pouch'in 
.various ways. In those cases where the inner 
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tearing while the pouch is in use. 
.forcements, lying flat against the pouch walls 

'to the introduction of strip 22. 

4 
faces of walls I 0 and [2 having a coating or layer 
of heat sealing plastic or other substance there 
on, or in which such walls have such character 
istic inherently, the strip or insert 22 can be 
secured by application of heat and pressure, 
causing its outer faces to be completely sealed 
to the sheets l9 and I2, over the entire area of 
the strip faces. 
As an alternate arrangement the outer faces 

of the folded strip 22 may have a heat scalable 
coating by which it can be sealed to the pouch. 
That form of a strip would be desirable where 
the pouch walls have no heat scalable surface. 
Other speci?c ways of securing the strip in 

the'desired manner, should be apparent. 
In practice it may be desirable that the upper 

edges 2% of the strip 22 should be disposed a 
short distance below the plane of the top edge 
of the wall Ill so that a free edge or grip 30 may 
be provided at the mouth, which, together with 
the free ?ap 2U, will‘afford gripping portions to 
be grasped in starting the opening of the pouch 
mouth. Where the flap 20 is omitted, the back 
wall 12 will also have a free edge or grip simi 
lar to the edge 36 (see Fig. 6). 

It will be apparent from the foregoing that, 
.while the outer faces of the strip 22 are securely ‘ 
fastened to the inner faces of the pouch mouth, 
the opposed inner faces 32 of the strip are en 
tirely separated, except for the connection. 
formed by the fold 24 at the bottom of the strip. 

It will be seen that the sealing strip 22 de 
scribed is con?ned entirely within the pouch 
mouth and desirably below the extremity there? 
of. . By this arrangement the sealing strip has 
no parts projecting out of or beyond the mouth 
where it would be liable to bending and damage, 
espeicially where a fold-over flap, such as 20, is 
use . 

When it is desired to initially open the pouch 
mouth the marginal portions, i. e., the edge 30 
and ?ap 20, or the two edges 30, as the case may 
be, are grasped and pulled outwardly in opposite 
directions. This operation will cause the strip 
22 to easily and quickly be separated along the 
fold 24, see Figs. 3 and 5, since the strip is made 
of less strong and tough material compared with 
the material of the pouch body. 

After the pouch mouth has been opened the 
separated leg portions of the V-shaped strip 22 
remain attached throughout their area to the 
walls I0 and [2. They thus provide desirable 
reinforcements which reduce the possibility of 

These rein 

offer no appreciable obstruction to the free dis 
charge of or access to the contents of the pouch. 
A somewhat different form of pouch mouth 

.sealing element, embodying the invention, ‘is 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Here, instead of using 
the double or folded strip 22 of Figs. 1-5, I em 
ploy a single, ?at strip 34 of material which is 
inserted within the opposed marginal wall por 
tions 36 of the pouch mouth in a manner similar 

_ This strip 34 has 
its opposite ?at faces sealed or adhesively se 
cured to the walls of‘ the pouch preferably with 
its upper edge 38 disposed somewhat below the 
edges so of the pouch mouth, to provide gripping 
portions, as before. 
The strip 34 is made of material selected for a 

reduced tensile strength'and toughness as com 
pared with the material of the walls 36 of the 
pouch. 
Upon grasping and pulling‘ the edges 40 of the 
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pouch outwardly, the action will be such that the 
strip will divide or split downwardly between its 
attached outer faces, more or less uniformly as 
suggested by the dot and dash line 42, Fig. 6, 
depending upon the texture and manner in 
which the material has been made. Thus, as 
in the ?rst construction described, a portion of 
the strip 34 remains on each inner face of the 
mouth to act as a reinforcement. 
To assist in more positively providing rein 

forcements of uniform thickness when a single 
strip, as in Figs. 6 and 7 is employed, the strip, 
if desired, can be made of suitable laminated 
sheet material, the layers of which are secured 
together by a sealable or adhesive material which 
would make a bond of somewhat less tenacity 
than the bonds between the strip and the pouch 
walls. Thus the strip would divide or split in a 
uniform plane. 

Also, where such a strip is used in pouches 
having a flap 2!), the laminations in the strip 
may be arranged to provide a thicker reinforce 
ment at the margin of the wall Ill than that on 
the Wall [2, since with the provision of the ?ap, 
the wall I2 might not require a reinforcement of 
the strength or thickness of that needed at the 
opposite mouth margin. 
Such a strip 3401. having laminations 35 and 31, 

is indicated in Fig. 9. 
In cases where the raw inner edge 44 of the 

strip 34 may be subjected to action of moisture in 
the contents of the pouch resulting possibly in a 
weakening and premature separation of the strip, 
the lower marginal portionof the strip may be 
treated with a suitable waterproof and substan 
tially air tight substance, as indicated at 46 in 
Fig. 7. In this way protection against such dele 
terious action may be provided. 
As an alternative way of affording protection 

against the undesirable condition just described, 
I may provide a strip 48, see Fig. 8, in which one 
or both faces of the sheet material from which 
strip 48 is made may be coated or formed so as 
to be substantially moisture proof and air tight. 
Thus by forming a fold 50 at the lower edge of 
the strip, such fold, when the strip is sealed in 
the pouch mouth, will a?‘ord protection against 
undesirable action of moisture of the contents on 
the strip and provide an air tight closure. 
When a pouch having the strip 48 embodied 

therein is to be unsealed, the strip will split apart, 
much as in the case of the strip 34, previously 
described. 
While I have described and shown the grip 

portions 30 in connection with the form of the 
invention shown in Figs. 1-5, the pouch there 
illustrated could, if desired, be made and found 
practical without the grips 30. Since the insert 
22 is of V-shape, the pouch could be opened by 
grasping the pouch mouth walls and the readily 
?exed legs of the insert. 

It is thought to be essential however to provide 
grip portions, such as the parts 40, Fig. 6, in those 
forms of the invention embracing a single ?at 
strip, as in Figs. 6-9, since, if such single strips 
were sealed ?ash with the top edges of the pouch 
mouth it would be di?icult to start the opening of 
the pouch. 

6 
While I have described in detail certain em 

.5 bodiments of the invention, as illustrative thereof, 
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the terms and expressions which I have employed 
are used as terms of description and illustration, 
and are not intended to exclude any equivalents 
of the features shown and described, but recog 
nize that various modi?cations are possible With 
in the scope of the invention claimed. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A pouch or container made of ?exible sheet 

material having opposed marginally secured side 
walls, said pouch being open at one end to provide 
a mouth for said pouch, one of said walls project 
ing materially beyond the other wall at said 
mouth to form a ?ap foldable over said mouth, 
an insert of ?exible sheet material of V-shape 
having opposed legs connected by a crease, said 
insert having the outer faces of the legs thereof 
secured throughout to the opposed inner faces of 
said pouch with their marginal edges within and 
adjacent the extremities of said pouch mouth and 
the crease between said legs positioned in and 
remote from said mouth to close the same, said 
pouch being opened by disrupting said crease 
with said insert legs remaining attached to and 
within said pouch, whereby said pouch has a 
smooth margined mouth over which said ?ap may 
be folded both before and after said pouch has 
been opened. 

2. A pouch or container made of relatively 
strong ?exible sheet material having opposed 
marginally secured side walls, said pouch being 
open at one end to provide a mouth for said 
pouch, one of said walls projecting materially 
beyond the other wall at said mouth to form a 
?ap foldable over said mouth, an insert of rela 
tively weaker ?exible sheet material of V-shape 
having opposed legs connected by a crease, said 
insert having the outer faces of the legs thereof 
secured throughout to the opposed inner faces 
of said pouch with their marginal edges within 
and adjacent the extremities of said pouch mouth 
and the crease between said legs positioned in 
and remote from said mouth to close the same, 
said pouch being readily opened by disrupting 
said crease of said relatively weaker insert, leav 
ing said legs thereof attached to the relatively 
stronger mouth portions of said pouch mouth, 
whereby said pouch has a smooth margined, re 
inforced mouth over which said flap may be 
folded both before and after said pouch has been 
opened. 

HOWARD G. ALLEN. 
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